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what's that, you ask? well, we've created a list of all the locations and monsters that appear in
the game so far. you can see them all below the map, in alphabetical order. click on the links to
be taken to a map of each area. as you can see, we're still on the hunt for more locations, and

once we've completed this, we'll then be able to get to the next level! we can't wait to see your
discoveries, and we hope you'll check back for more guides to the locations and monsters of

monolith soft's latest rpg. all the monsters are listed in order of difficulty, so if you're new to the
series, you can start your monster hunting here. note that the guide itself is in alphabetical

order, so if you've found a monster that appears earlier than one on the map, it might be listed
below a monster of the same name. monolith soft is the japanese developer responsible for the
xenoblade series. it's a massively popular jrpg series that features a deep rpg experience, with
tons of different classes, characters, and monsters to collect and keep. it's a sequel to the 2012
game xenoblade chronicles, and was released on the nintendo wii u last year. it's also coming to

the nintendo 3ds and playstation vita in 2014. monsters den chronicles premium unlockedl
theres three ways to play: single-player, multiplayer, and survival. in survival mode, theres no
story and no experience points. it is a simple game mode with the goal of surviving for as long

as possible, while collecting all the items available. multiplayer mode is, of course, the most fun,
and theres eight different types of party you can form to challenge other players. multiplayer is

full of the same customization options, along with some really interesting statuses that youll
unlock as you progress, all of which can be activated by completing in-game quests. and finally,

in single-player mode, theres the story mode, the hardest of the three modes. story mode is
great for players that want to get the full experience, since there are all the monsters, bosses,

and items that you would expect. you can also view achievements for completing a level to
unlock the next, making the hardest challenge the most rewarding.
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features: • 10 different
classes to choose from • 8
different special abilities •
32 battles per level • up to
7 party members can battle
• up to 6 parties can play in
multiplayer • collect a huge

variety of items •
experience points gained

via level ups • unlock items
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as you play • customizable
equipment and armor •

uncover the monsters den’s
deepest secrets • 50+

monsters and bosses • 8 of
the most amazing boss

fights • and much, much
more! monsters den
chronicles premium

unlockedl monsters den
chronicles is the third

instalment in the popular
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series, and features an all-
new adventure as you

explore a land of mystery.
youve never played a final
fantasy game like this one

before. monsters den
chronicles combines a

variety of genres, including
rpg, puzzle, and tactical
rpg, for a truly unique

gaming experience. you
can even combine these
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styles to make your own
unique style of gameplay.
one of the greatest things
about the monsters den
games is that it is open-
ended, meaning that you
can customize it to your

liking. choose from a
variety of different classes,
even three different roles
for each party member.

then, youll go through each
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of the 8 levels and gain
experience points and
items. as you progress,

youll discover the monsters
den’s secrets and uncover

all the treasures within.
theres even a multiplayer
component to the game,

allowing you to explore the
monster den’s depths with
other players. perhaps the
most interesting part of the
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game is that it provides you
with a level editor, allowing

you to create your own
levels. with the exciting
features available in this
game, youll be hooked in

no time. 5ec8ef588b
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